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ABSTRACT
Sutriyanto. 261061016. The adaptation Ryunosuke akutagawa’s In a Grove
short story into a film by English Letters 2013. A Thesis. Surakarta. Islamic
Education and Teacher Training Faculty of State Islamic Institute of Surakarta.
June2017.
First Advisor : SF. Luthfie Arguby P,S.S.,M.Hum
Keywords : The adaptations, Short story, Film adaptation.
This result at analyzing the adaptation of Ryunosuke akutagawa’s In a
Grove short story into a film by English Letters 2013. The objectives of this
research are to find out the adaptation on plot, characters, and setting of
Akutagawas’s “In a Grove”  short story  into a film by the English letter 2013.
The research design in this research is descriptive qualitative. The data
sources is In a Grove short story by Ryunosuke Akutagawa and film In a Grove
by English Letter 2013. The data obtained with reading techniques, watching
techniques, and analyzing.In collecting of the data, the researcher used analysis
and document. The data were analyzed by reducing the data, interpreting,
classified and analyzed using the adaptation theory. The researcher used four
criteria to check the validation, they are: credibility, transferability, dependability,
and conformability.
The result of the research showes that the the adaptation occur on plot,
characters, and setting of Akutagawas’s In a Grove short story  into a film by the
English letter 2013. The addition on plot include ; (1)The introduction, tells about
the background and situation when the villagers doing their activities in field. (2)
A chief doing business with friends .(3) The scene, Rony’s corpse is seen,
everybody is busy, villagers crowded outside the police line. (4) The falling
action, tells about a mosque girl know Sukarman clean his blood on the mosque.
(5) Scene when the police commisioner making trap to Sukarman to get the
fingerfrint. (6) Sukarman tells about Rony’s mother order him to geting back the
document which taken by Rony after he looks Rony and Yuyun, he was jelous
and forget his mission and he killed Rony. The name of characters In a Grove film
adaptation was change, namely; Takehiko into Rony Firmansyah, Masago into
Yuyun, Tajomaru into Sukarman, Travelling Buddhist Priestinto Ustaz, Woman at
Shimizu temple into Mosque Girl. This is some of the additional characters In a
Grove film adaptation;General, Assistant general, Doctor forensic, Village chief,
Chief wife, Waitress, Body Guard, Villager. Setting of place was change or
replace in film adaptation included of : (a) Sekiyama become Gizzard. (b)
Yamashima become Klego. (c) Shimizu Temple become Toribe Mosque.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
A. The Background of the Study
Literary work is the result of creative thinking in the form of
written or spoken based on the experience or emotion of the authors. There
are a wide variety of literature that generated by human, and novel and
short story is one of the works. There are many types of novel or short
story which have been published, either adapted from true story of the
author itself or from their imagination that has been polished as beautiful
as possible so that it is interesting to read. According to Djojosuroto
(2006: 9), literary works always express things in mind of the author as the
author reflection on the reality of life.
The novel and short story or other literary work will be
meaningless if it do not get an appreciation. Therefore, the reader is
required in order to make literary works stay alive. As mentioned by
Atmazaki, the literary work is an artifact or an inanimate object that cannot
do anything that is necessary to turn the reader activities (2007: 11). The
value of a literary work is determined by the ability of readers to convey
the messages of literary works. Than it can be give reaction or response for
the literary work that has been read . Reaction to the literary text can be
form of attitudes, actions or any reproduction, new creation, adaptation,
summary, and so on.
1
1A film adaptation is the transfer of a written work, in whole or in
part, to a feature film. A common form of film adaptation is the use of a
novel or short story as the basis . Mukarovsky (in Endraswara, 2011: 119)
which states that the role of the reader is very important because they are
giving meaning to a literary text. The reaction is different in each literary
works. It could be your attitude, actions to reproduce, summarize, and so
forth. This was done as a form of acceptance for the readers to literature
that has been read. The actions to reproduce could use another medium.
Readers of novel or short story that gives a positive reaction and want to
create new things based on the novel could use a film or drama as the
medium..  Luxemburg (1989: 80) stated that the most important sources
for the study of literary reception are adaptations to other medium, such as
a film based on a short story.
In the world of literature, many writers have produced famous
works and it is still studied today. One of them is coming from the
Japanese writer named Ryunosuke Akuagawa. During his life, he has
produced more than 150 works which mostly in form of short story. Some
of his works have been translated into several languages including English.
In most of the works that have been produced during his life, Ryunosuke
Akuagawa involves (characterizations of the author) her real life story in
the story experienced by the characters in his masterpiece. Most of the
works of Ryunosuke Akuagawa describe indirectly about hopes, fears,
criticism and the condition of circumstances surrounding that happened at
2the time he wrote his works. He told it through life experience or through
the feelings experienced by the characters in the story.
There are many works of literature that has been generated by
Ryunosuke Akuagawa. One of the best literary works made is In a grove.
A literary works which then makes the English Letters student of IAIN
Surakata 2013 very keen to lift it into a film that can attract people to see
the literary works adapted into a film. We know in the modern or
globalisation it is very difficult to find people who are interested in reading
literary works, even though most people know that a literary work that
created such renowned writer like Ryunosuke Akutagawa is very famous
in it’s time because of it’s quality.
Therefore to attract people today to appreciate a work of literature,
The English Letters student of IAIN Surakarta period of 2013 has adapted
In a Grove a short story into a film that is interesting in their own version.
In that film, they use Indonesian culture as the basic. Therefore, the name
of the character and the dialect is also changing. It has been proven that
any adaptation of a literary work into a film will be very influenced by
places and cultures where the film was made. That is the reason the
researcher decided to conduct on the work of English literature student
class of 2013 in the form of a film with the title In a Grove as the research
object.
Another reason that makes the researcher interested conduct the
research on the film adaptation is because the story in the short story and
3film , there are some part will be difference. Short story and films use
different media to tell a story. The text form of literary works speak
through the language and the words spoken while a film use pictures
(visual). Any changes in its form or media is certainly not inevitable.
Then the reason for the researcher to conduct a research using the
analysis of film adaptation is because the adaptation allows changes in
story elements, plot, characterization, setting, ambiance, style, and theme
of the short story or on the film. (Eneste 1989: 67). Then by using the
adaptation analysis, it is expected to be known how far adaptation actors
able to convey messages in literary works into other forms.
According to De Witt Bodeen, making a film from a literary work
is very interesting and creative, because many of people enjoy watching
than reading (McFarlane, 1996: 7). Most readers of literary works choose
to see and enjoy the visual version of the literary works they read.
Furthermore, they are happy because now a lot of literary works are
adapted into a film adaptation.
The world's major film production is taking the adaptation from an
essay, novel (literature), short stories and other writings. Works of
literature, especially the best-selling novel or short story are the most
common source for the film adaptation (vanoe, francis Frey, and Anne
Goliot-Lete, 2005: 152). However, it can bring critics why any transfer of
the discourse from literary works into films often bring changes that
4sometimes very significant which made the fans very disappointed. they
were disappointed with the film version from their favorite literary works.
Especially if the adaptation of a literary work to several literary
works is directed by different director, then a film In a Grove would have
multiple versions of the film. director may impose to choose which part
should be removed and retained (Boggs, 1996:316).
From the description above, the researcher decided to conduct
research with the title "The adaptation of Ryūnosuke Akutagawa In a
Grove short story into a film by English letters in 2013"
B. The Problem Limitation of the study
Limitations of this study to determine the adaptation that is used
English leters 2013 in film making In a Grove. Researcher want to know
what the part which change on the adapting In a Grove into a film. A film
adaptation of a literary work is certainly a lot of criticism from readers
since undergone many changes that occur when the short story was
converted into a film . In addition it also found a reduction or additional of
the story, addition or subtraction of characterizations.
5C. The Problem Statement
Based on the explanation above, the formulation of the problem in
this research are:
1. How is the adaptation of plot Akutagawas’s In a Grove short story
into a film by the English letter 2013?
2. How is the adaptation of characters Akutagawas’s In a Grove short
story  into a film by the English letter 2013?
3. How is the adaptation of setting Akutagawas’s In a Grove short story
into a film by the English letter 2013?
D. The Objectives of the Study
1. To find out how is the adaptation of plot Akutagawas’s In a Grove
short story  into a film by the English letter 2013.
2. To find out how is the adaptation of characters Akutagawas’s In a
Grove short story  into a film by the English letter 2013.
3. To find out how is the adaptation of setting Akutagawas’s In a Grove
short story  into a film by the English letter 2013.
6E. The Benefit of the Study
The research of In a grove is about the film adaptation. The study
is hopefully able to provide some benefits to the readers and the other
researchers either theoretically and practically.
1. Theoretical Benefits
The result of this study is intended to enrich the variety of literary
studies especially on adaptation and In a grove short story. It is also to
improve readers’ knowledge on adaptation and In a grove short story.
The researcher wants to give contributions to the reader about the
adaptation, and analysis the intrinsic elements.
2. Practical Benefits
This study could be used as reflected for the other researchers who
intend to analyze of adaptation and In a Grove short story. It can also
be used a material for teaching literature particularly in the analysis of
adaptation In a Grove short story. And as an additional method that
can be used by other researchers
7F. Term limits
To avoid differences between the writer and the reader in
understanding terms used in this study, it is necessary to do the restriction
term.
1. Film Adaptation: the transfer of a written work, in whole or in part, to
a feature film .The process of change, removal a novel into a film.
2. Short story: a work of prose fiction written in the form of stories and
narrative contains a series of stories a person's life as well as other
figures in everyday life
3. Film: a copyright work of art and culture is one of the media
audiovisual mass communication created based on the principles of
cinematography recorded on celluloid, video tape, video disc, or
materials technology more.
4. Scene: round, scene or view a part in the film.
5. Plot : the literary element that describes the structure of a story. It
shows arrangement of events and actions within a story.
6. Setting : The time and location in which a story takes place.
7. Characters : a fictional character) is a person or other being in a
narrative work of art (such as a novel, play, television series, or film).
CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF RELATED THEORIES
A. Theory Description
1. Literature
Literature represents and pictures out various aspects of  life.
According to Wellek and Warren (1956: 3) the literature mirrors and
expresses life that is even more ambigious . It means that the literature is
come up from the events happen in the society. In literature, the author
presents a work to delivers his/her ideas to the reader. Here, we can
understand that in every work has its own characteristic dan authors’
objective. It is obvious that the author’s ideas in a work can be very
influential to the readers’ mindset. Moreover, the definitions of literature
cannot only stop in one person’s opinion.
The researcher will comes up some definitions from some experts
of literature in this discussion.  Jones (1986 : 1) states that literature, in its
broaden sense includes all written materials. Since the general grouping of
materials will be in a vary various number ; history books, philosophical
works, novel, poems, plays, scientific articles, dictionaries, magazines,
school textbooks, etc. Thus, he divides those general group into two.  The
first group is writings that mainly present information. This writings has
purpose to inform the reader what is happening in the world. It tells the
reader how is the continents in this world look like, how is the culture of
9
1another countries, how is the history of our country, how is the Civil War
II happened, how is Eiffel and Fuji Mountain look like, eventhough we
never been there. That all is very possible to know by reading literature.
This is what informative literature deals with : facts, explanations, real
peoples’ live, history (Jones, 1968: 2).
The second is imaginative literature, on the other hand, aims to
arouse thought and feelings (Jones, 1968:2). When someone read a poem,
singing a song, watching a play, or maybe reading a folktale, he/she will
not always think whether they nor educative and informative. As long as
he/she enjoys the poem, song, play, and the folktale it will not important
anymore if they are real or not. Since the only himself/herself who can feel
the beauty and the message of  this imaginative literature.
Hmlyn (1998:1) also describes about literature in a different way.
He states that literature in the word originally meant all written language.
More formally, literature is defined, according to one dictionary, as
writing in which expression and form, in connection with ideas of
permanent and universal interest, are characteristic or essensial features, as
poetry, romance, history, biography, essay etc. Not all good books are
literature, but all literature is good, interesting, significant, well written,
etc.
Furthermore, according to Long (1991:3) literature in the broaden
sense, perhaps, literature means simply the written records of the race,
including all its history and science, as well as its poems and novels; in the
2narrow sense literature in the artistic record of life, and most of our writing
is exclude from it, just as the mass of our buildings, mere shelter from and
from cold, are exclude from architecture. Literature in broad sense is to
mean compositions that tell stories, dramatize situations, express
emotions, analyze and advocate ideas.
The literary works can be devided into three types, they are:
poetry, prose and play/drama. To appreciate them, we have to understand
or to comprehend and enjoy in other words we can judge the value of the
literary works. In order to understand and enjoy the literary works,
someone should read them again and again, try to understand them, then
analyze or judge the value of them then communicate the result of
judgement to others. Based on those definitions above the researcher gives
understanding that the literature is more than a writing. It has a soul. The
soul in the literature is the author’s ideas. The author’s ideas can form the
readers’ mindset. The author can make the literature as entertainment, as
the symbol of critic, and as the media to cultivate the value. Literature as
entertainment means that a literary work has purpose to make someone
feeling amused. We may see some literary works such as novel or folktale
only amusing but they are meaningless and lack of message. In the other
hand we may see some literary works that meaningful and full of
messages. They play important role to make a literary work better in order
to build up readers’ positive mindset.
32. Comparative Literature
One of the comparative literature studies that have been widely
known in the world academics. Comparative literature at first was born
and developed in Europe in the early 19th century. Activity of comparative
literature was first coined by Sainte-Beuve in an article published in the
Revue des Deux Mondes, published in1868. In that article in not explain
that this branch of comparative literature studies developed in the early
19th century in France. As in the 20th century, the affirmation the
comparative literature occurs when the journal Revue Litterature
Comparee published The first time in 1921 (Damono, 2005: 14-15).
Damono (2005: 1) states that comparative literature is the approach
in the science literature that can not produce its own theory. It may be said
theory can be utilized in the study of comparative literature, according
with the object and research purposes. In some writings, comparative
literature also called as a study or assessment. In the steps that he did,
methods comparison is primary.
Comparative literature is the study of literature beyond the
boundaries of a state and study of the relationship between science and
literature with other faith, such as art (eg, painting, sculpture, arts building,
and the art of music), philosophy, history and social sciences (such as
politics, economics, sociology), science, religion, and etc. In summary,
comparative literature comparing the literature of a country with literature
4of other countries and compared with other fields of literature as a whole
expression of life (Remak via Damono, 2005: 1).
The principle of comparative literature is the main principle for
understanding and gives meaning to the work in question. The work is
predicted as reaction, absorption, or the transformation of another work.
Comparative literature more than simply influence, uptake, or plagiarism,
but rather how to obtain full meaning in contrast with other works that
became hipograma work (Endraswara, 2011: 146).
Study of comparative literature trying to find hipogram. Hipogram
is literary works into the background of the birth next master piece while
works The next is called transformation. Hipogram and transformation
will continue continuous process as far as the literary life (Endraswaara:
2004: 132).
3. The Adaptation
Eneste(1991:6061) says adaptation was gob white or removal or
appointment of a short story into a film. In the process of adaptation will
certainly lead to changes. The change processes occur in the tools used
namely changing the world into a world of words images move
sustainable.
The cultivation process between a short story and the film are also
different, the short story is the creation of individual and a film is the result
of work that involves a lot of people, among others, producer, writer
5screenwriter, director, artistic director, sound recorder, player. This is also
a change in the process of enjoyment, from reading into watching, the
audience itself changed from readers into viewers.
The adaptation also cause some changes in a showcase literature. A
short story may be read in a few minute could be enjoyed in visual and
wacth in a relatively short time (the average duration of the film 90
minute). It is certainly because there are the addition on some part of the
original work. For example, the film Ayat-Ayat Cinta based on the novel
of the same title. There are several figures that are not shown in the film,
for example, Mr. Boutross father Maria. The adaptation is also one form of
interpretation or receptions reader in the film there is the addition of the
original work.
Besides that, directors can also give its own interpretation of the
scenarios so there was a reception on the viewers. Here are some things
that often appear in the short story changes into the form of film
adaptation;
a. Story reduction
The adaptation in short story also means what can be
enjoyed for a minutes with the imagination of words should be
changed to what is enjoyed or watched for ninety or one hundred
minutes in visual. In the novels are thick up to several hundred
pages inevitably have experienced cutbacks or downsizing when it
6will be filmed. These means that not all scene is expressed in the
novel or short story will be found also in film. The most of plots,
characters, settings or other elements present in the short story will
encountered in the film. Usually filmmakers (screenwriter or
director) has been choose the parts or information that is
considered important for displayed.
There are several possibilities why apply cutting metode;
First, in the selection of events there are some scenes that feel not
important to show that the director eliminating some scenes one in
the film. Second, in the election of leaders ensued same thing.
There is some of the characters in the novel were not featured in
the film. movies only featuring characters that are considered
important because of technical limitations then shown only figures
that have an influence on the course story. Thirdly, in terms of
background, were usually not all of the background to be displayed
in the film because if all the background displayed will be a movie
which has a long duration. In the background was experiencing of
the adaptation necking therefore featured in the film are just setting
importance or who have influence in the story (Eneste,1991: 61-
64).
7b. The addition
The addition is usually performed by a screenwriter or
director for they have interpreted the novel would they film so that it
appears the additions. The additions such as occurs in the groove are;
characters and background or atmosphere. Many others in the
process of adaptation there is a story or scene the novel is not shown
but the film is shown. In addition of the figures who in the novel is
not found at all but in the film is shown. Background was also not
spared from the addition, in the film often encountered their
background shown in the novel but not displayed.
According Eneste (1991: 64-65), adding the process of
adaptation have a reason. For example, he said that the addition is
important when seen from the point of filmic. Moreover, the addition
is done because it is relevant to the overall story.
8c. Changes Varies
There are the limitation or story reduction and additions, in
the adaptation also allow certain variations in the film. although there
variations between the novel and the film, usually a theme or mandate
in the novel still delivered after filmed.
According Eneste (1991: 66), the novel is not an excuse or
the reason for the filmmaker, but the novel really want to be
transferred to other media namely the film. Because of differences in
the tools that are used, there variations in particular there. In addition,
the screening also have limited time so that the audience does not get
bored to keep enjoying till the end, so that not all the things or issues
that exist in the novel can be moved all into the film.
4. Literary work
A literary work  can be defined as a branch of literature dealing
with  word as raw material to create a picture, an idea or a story in a
meaningful pattern. The literary work is two types, either a creative
writing or study of what is wtitten. Writing is a creative work that values
man as a creator and raises his axistance above the world of subsistance,
but that work we call “study” is the way (by which) another literate person
sees and analyses the work in question. The literary work as a work of art,
can be a drama, a fiction, short story, novel, poetry, essays,  and biography
or journalism.
9The novel or short story was originally developed in the region
from other forms of narrative nonfiction, such as letters, biographies, and
history.
Sumardjo (1998: 29) says that “novel is a story with the prose form
in long shape, this long shape means the story including the complex plot,
many character and various setting”. A novel is a totality, a
comprehensiveness that is artistic. As a totality, the novel has passages
elements, most related to one another in close and mutually dependent.
This is a synopsis of short story In a Grove and Film Adaptation by The
Englis Letter 2013.
a. Synopsis of In a Grove Short Story
The story opens with the account of a woodcutter who has
found a man's body in the woods. The woodcutter reports that man
died of a single sword stroke to the chest, and that the trampled leaves
around the body showed there had been a violent struggle, but
otherwise lacked any significant evidence as to what actually
happened. There were no weapons nearby, and no horses only a single
piece of rope, a comb and a lot of blood.
The next account is delivered by a traveling Buddhist
priest. He says that he met the man, who was accompanied by a
woman on horseback, on the road, around noon the day before the
murder. The man was carrying a sword, a bow and a black quiver.
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All of these, along with the woman's horse, a tall, short maned
palomino, were missing when the woodcutter discovered the body.
The next person to testify is a hōmen , a released prisoner
working under contract to the police, similar to a bounty hunter). He
has captured an infamous criminal named Tajōmaru. Tajōmaru was
injured when thrown from a horse (a tall, short maned palomino), and
he was carrying a bow and a black quiver, which did not belong in his
usual arsenal. This proves, he says, that Tajōmaru was the perpetrator.
Tajōmaru was not carrying the dead man's sword, however.
The next testimony is from an old woman, who identifies
herself as the mother of the missing girl. Her daughter is a beautiful,
strong-willed 19 year old named Masago, married to Kanazawa no
Takehiro a 26 year old samurai from Wakasa. Her daughter, she says,
has never been with a man other than Takehiro. She begs the police to
find her daughter.
Next, Tajōmaru confesses. He says that he met them on the
road in the forest, and upon first seeing Masago, decided that he was
going to rape her. In order to rape Masago unhindered, he separated
the couple, luring Takehiro into the woods with the promise of buried
treasure. He then stuffed his mouth full of leaves, tied him to a tree and
fetched Masago. When Masago saw her husband tied to the tree, she
pulled a dagger from her bosom and tried to stab Tajōmaru, but he
knocked the knife out of her hand, and he had his way with her.
Originally, he had no intention of killing the man, he claims, but after
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the rape, she begged him to either kill her husband or kill himself she
could not live if two men knew her shame. She would leave with the
last man standing. Tajōmaru did not wish to kill Takehiro in a
cowardly manner, so he untied him and they had a sword fight. During
the duel, Masago fled. Tajōmaru dispatched the man and took the
man's sword, bow, and quiver, as well as the woman's horse. He says
that he sold the sword before he was captured by the bounty hunter.
The second-to-last account is that of Masago. According to
her, after the rape, Tajōmaru fled, and her husband, still tied to the tree,
looked at her with great disdain. She was ashamed that she had been
raped, and no longer wished to live, but she wanted him to die with
her. He agreed, or so she believed he couldn't actually say anything
because his mouth was still stuffed full of leaves and she plunged her
dagger into his chest. She then cut the rope that bound Takehiro, and
ran into the forest, whereupon she attempted to commit suicide
numerous times, she said, but her spirit was too strong to die. At the
end of her confession, she weeps.
The final account comes from Takehiro's ghost, as
delivered through a spirit medium. The ghost says that after the rape,
Tajōmaru persuaded Masago to leave her husband and become his own
wife, which she agreed to do under one condition: He would have to
kill Takehiro. Tajōmaru became enraged at the suggestion, kicked her
to the ground, and asked Takehiro if he should kill the dishonorable
woman. Hearing this, Masago fled into the forest. Tajōmaru then cut
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Takehiro's bonds and ran away. Takehiro grabbed Masago's fallen
dagger and plunged it into his chest. Shortly before he died, he sensed
someone creep up to him and steal the dagger from his chest.
Throughout, it is obvious that he is furious at his wife.
b. Synopsis of In a Grove Film Adaptation
A calm morning in a village somewhere in Gizzard
Province. A cold quite village on the foot of a mountain with its
villagers doing their activities to sustain their daily needs. They bring
grass for their farm, washing clothes and bathing in the river, greeting
each others, working on their rice field.
There is a chief seen to be doing business with his partner
on a plain. The business was about made some building on their
village. The Chief seen to enter his house, his wife welcome him with
a hot tea and takes his hands. Their son seen to be near the door and
look sharp to his father. A memory of last night brutal violence done
by his father to him made a deep hatred to his own father. Rony walks
out the door and leaves.
Crime scene is seen filled by police examine the scene,
Rony’s corpse is seen, everybody is busy, villagers crowded outside
the police line. Some of general assistant reporting to the general who
just arrive inside the police’s interrogation room. Many polices walk
around the hall. Interrogator escorted by 3 interrogator assistants to
enter the room.
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A woodcutter questioned by a police commissioner, she
said that found the body. That evening, as usual, She went to cut her
daily quota of fire woods with her neighbors, when She found the body
in a grove in a hollow in the mountains. The location is about 150
meters off the Klego stage road. It's an out-of-the-way grove of woods.
The body was lying flat on its back dressed in a white casual shirt and
black leather jacket and black jeans. A single knife stroke had pierced
the breast. The fallen wood-blades around it were stained with body
blossoms. The blood was no longer running. The wound had dried up,
She believe. And also, a gad-fly was stuck fast there, hardly noticing
my footsteps. She found only a  rope at the root of some tree nearby.
Apparently he must have made a battle of it before he was murdered,
because the grass and fallen wood-blades had been trampled down all
around.
Then Ustaz, He said “it was about noon yesterday. The
unfortunate man was on the road from Gizzard to Klego. He was
walking toward Gizzard with a woman accompanying him on bicycle
back, who I have since learned was his wife. A scarf hanging from her
head hid her face from view. His bicycle was a sorrel with a fine mane.
The lady's height is about four feet five inches. Well, the man was
armed with a sword as well as a bow and arrows. And I remember that
he carried some twenty odd arrows in his quiver.
A police found something as a evidence, a little beyond the
stone bridge he found the bicycle grazing by the roadside, with his
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long rein dangling. Surely there is some providence in his having been
accidentally thrown by the bicycle.10 of all the robbers prowling
around Klego, this Sukarman has given the most grief to the women in
town. Last autumn a wife who came to the mountain back of the
Pindora of the Toribe mosque, presumably to pay a visit, was
murdered, along with a girl. It has been suspected that it was his doing.
Old Woman’s Confession, , that corpse is the man who
married her daughter. He does not come from Klego. He and his
family came from Gizzard Province. His name was Roni Firmansyah,
and his age was twenty-six. He was of a gentle disposition, he did
nothing to provoke the anger of others. Her name is Yuyun, and her
age is nineteen. She is a spirited, fun-loving girl, but I am sure she has
never known any man except Roni. She has a small, oval, dark face
with a mole at the corner of her left eye. Yesterday Roni left for
Gizzard with her daughter. What bad luck it is that things should have
come to such a sad end! What has become of my daughter? I am
resigned to giving up my son-in-law as lost, but the fate of my
daughter worries me sick. For heaven's sake leave no stone unturned to
find her. I hate that robber Sukarman, or whatever his name is. Not
only my son-in-law, but my daughter .
Sukarman was jealousy with rony, He killed the man just to
married the woman. When he saw her eye to eye, he wanted to make
her his wife. I didn't like to resort to unfair means to kill him. I untied
him and told him to cross swords with me. (The rope that was found at
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the root of the cedar is the rope I dropped at the time.) Furious with
anger, he drew his thick sword. And quick as thought, he sprang at me
ferociously, without speaking a word. I needn't tell you how our fight
turned out. The twenty-third stroke . . . please remember this. I'm
impressed with this fact still. Nobody under the sun has ever clashed
swords with me twenty strokes he fell and dead. And finally,
Sukarman seen inside the jail without any regret (black out).
5. The intrinsic elements of Novel or Short story
Nurgiyantoro (2013: 29) said the intrinsic elements are building
works of literature it self. The intrinsic elements of a novel are the
elements which (directly) participated build the story. Intrinsic element
that makes a novel materialized. The Intrinsic elements of the literary
work involve; plot, characters, theme, and setting.
Further, Wallek & Warren (1956: 75-135) stated that as an intrinsic
element, the element also comprises a number of extrinsic elements. The
extrinsic element includes author biography and psychology. Attitudes,
beliefs, and outlook on life of an author will affect the work that he wrote.
In short, the author biography determines the pattern works it produces.
While psychology, psychology of the author also forms  the reader’s
psychology, as well as the application of psychological principles in the
works
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a. Plot
Plot leads the readers to obtain the description of a story.
Griffith (1986: 44) states “plot is a pattern carefully selected
casually related event that contains conflict”.  It means that every
plot has a conflict to be discussed. Plot is also literary elements that
describe the dramatic structure of a story.
According to Lukens (2003:6) states plots as the sequence
of events showing character in action. In another book Gorden
(1975:1) defines plot as a author careful arrangement of incident in
a narrative to achieve a desire effect. In short, the writer can
conclude that the plot is the serial arrangement of incidents, ideas
or events. In literature, the plot encompasses all the incidents and
provides aesthetic pleasure. The story of the novel progresses
through various plots and conflicts.
In the other hand, Jones (1968:63) states that the plot is the
sequences of events involving the character or characters. It may
be simple or complex. The simple one deals with one character or a
single group of characters, and it follows their fortunes to the
conclusion. Whereas, the complex one has several groups of
characters, the story deals with one, takes up another, return to the
first, then takes up another.
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b. Dramatic Structure
Dramatic structure is organization in a literary work.
Dramatic structure will show the readers to know the events of the
story by the author way.
Climax
a. Exositi
1) Exposition
Exposition is the beginning of the story before the
action starts. It provides the readers with some information. In
other word it gives readers information about the story. Kenney
(1988:12) states that, “it is the name usually given to the
process by which the writer impact to the reader information
necessary to the understanding story”. It means that
introduction is a little background information to understand
about the story.
2)Rising Action
Rising action is a story to introduce the conflict in the story.
It is also known as complication. Kenney (1988:12) states, “The
conflict is movement from the initial statement of the conflict to
climax”. It means that rising action leads the readers to
Exposition Rising action Falling action Chatastrophe
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understand the conflict that occur in the story. Conflict appears
will bring the readers to understand the core of the story in the
novel.
3)Climax
After conflict there is climax. Climax happens when the
story has highest intensity. Kenney (Kenney, 1988:12) states,
“The climax is reached when the complication researched its
highest point of intensity, from which point to outcome of the
story approaches inevitability”.
4)Falling Action
Falling action is the event after the climax which related
the story. It contains the moment when the conflict was abating
and there is the way to resolution.
5)Chatastrophe
Chatastrophe is the conclusion or resolution of the story.
In other word is the end of the story. “The resolution also can be
called conclusion. It contains events that are much less intense
that the climax that lead toward resolution of the conflict and
toward a stable situation at the end” (Griffith, 1986:44).
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c. Characters
Griffith (1986:46) stated “characters are the people narrative
or story and characterization is the author’s presentation and
development of characters. Every character has different
characterization from other characters. Character is not only for
human or animate, but also non-human and inanimate can be a
character; one like animal, trees, stone, robots. In other words,
characters are the people who act and there is any in a story.
In fiction, a character may be defined as a verbal
representation of a human being. Through action, speech,
description, and commentary, authors portray character that are
worth caring about, rooting for, and even loving, although there are
also characters you may laugh at, dislike, or even hate.  Characters
may be flat, minor characters; or round and major. The major
character in a story is generally known as protagonist, the character
who opposes him is the antagonist. Character is revealed by how a
character responds to conflict. Every stories hinges on the actions
undertaken by its major character, or protagonist, a term drawn from
ancient Greek tragedy that is more useful in discussions of fiction
than such misleading terms as hero or heroine. Additionally, stories
may contain an opposing character, or antagonist, with whom the
protagonist is drawn into conflict.
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The characters in the story can be divided into some
categories based on the point of view taken ; major and minor
character, protagonist and antagonist character(Nurgiyantoro,
2007:176).
1) Major characters
The major character is a character who becomes the main
subject and central character in a story.
2) The minor character
The minor characters are the characters that do not have
important role of a story. Minor characters do not control the
whole story. They also do not always appear like the major
characters. Minor characters serve to complement the major
characters and help move the plot events forward
(http://www.learn.lexiconic.net/characters.htm accessed on
January 5, 2013).
3) Protagonist and Antagonist Character
Protagonist is identical with all the good character inside
the actors which had been chosen and created by the author.
According to Altenberd and Lewis (1966: 59) that protagonist
is a character who is admired by the readers, which always
called as a hero because he always does ideal role and follows
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the rules and value in the society. The readers often give
sympathy to the protagonist characters.  The character show
hope and value can be supposed as protagonist character. Yet,
sometimes there is character who does not give us the morality
value. Luxemburg (1992: 145) states that antagonist is the
opposite character of protagonist either physically and
psychologically. The Antagonist character usually causes
conflict for protagonist. Although there are other things such as
disaster, accident environment and society, social rules, moral
values, authority and etc can cause conflict but if it is not done
by a character, they are called as antagonist force.
d. Setting
Background elements can be divided into three main
elements, namely a place, time, and social. Backgrounds on the
location of the place suggest the occurrence of the events
recounted in a work of fiction. Elements may be used where the
places with a certain name, initials, there may be certain
locations without exact name. Background of time associated
with the problem of "when" of events recounted in a work of
fiction problem "when" is normally associated with the factual,
the time to do or be associated with historical events. Social
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background suggested on matters relating to the conduct of
social life of the community in a place that is told.  Wellek and
Warren (1956: 131) concerned setting with the places where
story take a place. Setting refers to geographical location of the
story, time period, daily lifestyle of the characters and climate
of the story. When the reader reads a novel, they actually are
faced a world that had been completed by the character and the
events in the novel. But of course, those things are less
complete because the characters need living space, place and
time, like human’s living in the real world.
Setting is a part of literary work which consists of the
situation and condition in the story. Kennedy (1983:38) states that
setting is the place of incident. Setting is important in a literary
work because with setting the readers will be knowing where and
when the story takes place. Setting consists of setting of place and
setting of time.
1) Setting of Place
Setting of place deals with the place where the story takes
place. It can be a building, town or city, area, and country.
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2) Setting of time
Setting of time deals with the time when the story happens.
It can be a season or period of time: year, month, and day.
3) Setting of Society
Social setting directs to the problem which are related to the
behavior of social life in certain place and certain time in a
novel. Social setting has connection with the system of social
life that contains many problems in complex scope; it can be
habits, costumes, religion, ideology, and the way of thinking
6. The Previous Related Studies
To prove the originally of this research. The researcher wants to
present the previous researcher dealing with to this object of the research.
There are some Researchers conducting Similar research. The first is
Yuzzah Ariyati Siregar she was the student in Andalas Padang university.
She Analyzed different novel. but the same topic, analyzing the same topic
of adaptation novel to movie "Transformation novel Toki o Kakeru
Shoujo” This movie is analyzed with ekranisasi approach. Ekranisasi
proses will get addition, reduction, and alteration. It is caused between
novel and movie are two part that difference each other. Novel delivers the
story through word as the medium, while movie use picture as the medium
for delivering story to the audience. Ekranasi is also type of interpretation
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or reader response (in this case isscriptwriter). In this research, an ekranasi
proses which has done caused some reducing, addition, and changing.
Reducing happened to some characters and events. Making it balance,
additional player and plot also get the addition. Later, addition the
changing that related to the time of launching.alteration is one element
with another become connected each other.
The second is Audriane Ferdiani Sani. He was the student in
mataram Unirversity. In her thesis with the tittle “Transformation Izu No
Odoriko’s novel into the movie”. The Research on, transformation Izu No
Odoriko’s novel into the movie using intertextual theory in analyzing
problems. The results found that the movie story is not exactly the same as
the novel story. Change of story actually still happens, but the filmmakers
trying to make a little change the story from the novel. The research show
many of contradiction of variation including; the characters, setting, and
plot not changes.
CHAPTER III
THE RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
A. The Research Design
Research is the activity of solving problem by the researcher to
collect analyzes the data. Leedy (1980:4) states “Research is the manner to
solve the problem by accumulates data facts”. It means that accumulation
facts are the main point to solve the problems.
In this research, the researcher uses descriptive qualitative
research. It is the study of particularity and complexity of a singgle case.
(Hatch and Farhady, 1999: 151 in Fauziati, 2009: 257). The purpose of
this research is presenting  a comprehensive, holistic, and intensive study
which is “not to represent the world, but to present the case... refining
theories and suggesting complexities for further investigation” (Stake,
1994: 245). It is a unique case, focusing in an instance and not concerning
on the population of cases, in which generalization cannot take place, as a
study which is almost entirely qualitative in methodology and presentation
(Golby, 1993; Yin, 2003 in Hayes, 2006).
Beside Kohn stated that case studies are used to “explore new areas
and issues where little theory is available or measurement is unclear; to
describe a process or the effects of an events or an intervention, especially
when such events effect many different parties; and to explain a complex
phenomenon” (1997: 3)
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1Design is a particular research in general planning. The researcher
choose descriptive qualitative as the research. The subjects used in this
study is a film adaptation titled In a Grove by The English letter 2013
adapted from short story work by Ryunasuke Akutagawa. In addition,
there are also films with director In a Grove is diky Alfiansyah and works
by english letters 2013. The movie In a Grove who are the subject of this
study. The research is a part of inspection in order to find new fact or
additional information in relation with the research problem. Leedy
(1980:96) states that research design is the matter of thinking, imagining,
and thinking some more. The research design has to logically and
systematically in the planning.
The object of this research is limited to the intrinsic elements of
plot, character, and the film contained in Ryunasuke Akutagawa's novel
and the film In a Grove work of English letters, 2013.Thus, the researcher
tries to collect the facts or the data which related to them. In this research,
the researcher uses a descriptive qualitative approach to analyze the novel.
Nazir (1988:63-65) defines it as research design to observe a group of
people, object or condition of society’s problem involves activities,
behaviors, action, point of views, or certain situation.
One of qualitative research types is a library or document research.
This research is done by using library research. This means that the most
of the information take from the books or articles. It focuses on the
description of the object which is analyzed.
2B. Research Data and Source of Data
The research data are taken from Ryunasuke Akutagawa's short
story and the film In a Grove work of English letters, 2013. The data show
intrinsic elements of plot and character both of short story and movie. The
data takes from the phrase, conversation and the explanation by narrator
which is related to the problem statements.
C. Research Instrument
The research instrument is someone or something that takes roles
in the research. Instruments are tools or facilities to collect the data in
order to make easy in doing research and to get a good result in research.
In this case the researcher is the main instrument of research. Moleong
(2012:164) states that researcher takes role as a designer, data collector,
data interpreter, analyst, and finally reporter of the result process of the
research. And the other instruments are data sheets which are used to
process the data, and related documents in form of books to get supporting
information.
The instrument used in this study are researchers themselves
(human instrument), which researchers as perpetrators of all research
activities. researchers themselves that play a role in the planning, set the
focus of the research, conducted collecting data, assessing data quality,
data analysis, interpreting the data and make inferences to report the
results.
3Knowledge of researchers to be important tools in this study, since
search data up to the completion of analyzing the data. Data retrieval in the
study carried out by reading the short story in a grove and watch a film in
a grove. After that, filtering the data required in the study. Data already
classified and analyzed using adaptation theory.
Based on the theories related to adaptation, the investigator as
The main instrument will be to develop indicators that are needed in
research. The indicators are intended to facilitate the process
research, particularly in the decision, the selection and classification and
data analysis. Such indicators researchers are intrinsic elements in novel
and films, plots, characters, and setting.
D. Technique Collecting of the Data
Collecting data means a process of which data are collected.
Sutopo (2002:86) states, “It is unlike qualitative research, which the
process of analyzing data is done simultaneously with the process of
collecting data”. In this research, the researcher applies some ways to
collect the data. The first step is choosing the novel.
The first step is choosing the film adaptation. The researcher
chooses In Groove by Ryunosuke Akuagawas. The second step is reading
and comprehending the short story repeatedly and watching the movie to
compare it. It means, the researcher used several steps to understand the
content and the message from the story. The third is browsing on the
internet and the books to get several information and articles related to the
4object of the study. In this step, the researcher selected and quoted
important information which has correlation to the material about the
formulation of the problems in this research.
The fourth step is the researcher tries to find the differences of
some part on the short story into the film adaptation. There are limitation
and addition of scene, character or may changes plot and setting. After that
the researcher try to find the data which are relevant with the research
problem in a list. The data are collected and noted in the observation
sheets.
E. Data Analysis Techniques
Patton in Moleong (2012:103) states that analyzing data is a
process of arranging the data; organizing it into pattern, category and the
basic analyzing unit. It to find the answer of formulation of the problem.
It’s the next process after data reduction.
Faruk (2012: 56) says that the first data analysis is analyzing the
sources in accordance with the theory used. Next of the work examined
and then compared the structure both these works. To that end, the
measures undertaken in the process analyzing the data in this study are as
follows.
1. Perform a reading of the short story In A Grove to obtain an
understanding of plot, character, and setting.
52. Identifying the data on the observation sheet. The data identification is
on the short story In A Grove, then analyzed to divide into categories of
plots, characters, and setting.
3. Viewing the film In A Grove to obtain an understanding of plot,
character, and setting.
4. Perform surgery on film In A Grove then analyzed to divide into
categories of plots, characters, and setting.
5. Compare the plots, characters, and setting in the novel and the film In A
Grove
6. Observe the symptoms or indications of transformation that arise
between the novel and the film In A Grove.
7. Analyze transformation plots, characters, and setting in the novel and
the film In A Grove then put it in the aspect of downsizing, adding, and
changes varied.
F. Data Validation
Moleong, (2012:324) states, “there are four criteria to check the
validation and they are credibility, transferability, dependability, and
conformability”.The researcher used those four criteria to check the
validation of the data. In this study, the researcher applies credibility to
determine the validation of the data.
Credibility is aimed to achieve the validity of the data by
presenting reliable research findings as the result of the research. The
researcher obtains the credibility of the data through reading carefully and
6repeat waching then comprehended and selected data in accordance with
the research questions. Then, the researcher categorizes the selected data
into the aspects of intrinsic elements and change of scenes.
Transferability is how the researcher transfers her finding to the
reader gain this aim. The researcher should provide all the information
needed by the readers in understanding the findings. The information is
obtained through analyzing Tn Grove film adaptation.
Dependability is the concept of reliability namely the stability of
the data. In order to understand the content of the novel and film, the
researcher reads the data carefully, frequently and repeat watching to make
correct interpretation.
Conformability is a technique to determine the objectiveness of the
research by making discussion to other researcher or other lecturer. The
researcher considered to Inayati S.Hum, She is the right person to do the
verification because she has cumlaude predicate of her master piece. The
discussion happens when the researcher confused about the theme which
will be discussed.
CHAPTER IV
RESEARCH FINDING AND DISCUSSION
In a Grove film adaptation is an English literature production by The
English Letter 2013. This film directed by Dicky Alfian F and Luki Refandri. This
is adapted from the short story by Ryonosuke Akutagawas. In a Grove film
adaptation is interesting in their version because they use Indonesian culture as
the basic. The researcher tries to analysis and compare to find the finding as a
result.
A. The adaptation of plot Akutagawas’s In a Grove short story  into a
film by the English letter 2013.
The first element which analysis is plot. Plot leads the readers to
obtain the description of a story. Griffith (1986: 44) states “plot is a pattern
carefully selected casually related event that contains conflict”.  It means
that every plot has a conflict to be discussed. Plot is also literary elements
that describe the dramatic structure of a story.
Tn a Grove is a short story by ryonosuke akutagawa which tell
about mysterious embelishment. This short story was adapted became a
film by the English Letter 2013. A screenwriter or director may have
interpreted the short story would be an interesting film when appears the
additions. There is a story or scene on the short story is not show but the
film is show. The researcher find the additional scene or story from
comparing the data of In a Grove Film Adaptation and Short story.!
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1Table 1. The adaptation of plot Akutagawas’s In a Grove short story  into
a film by the English letter 2013
No Short Story Film Adaptation Discussion
1. Exposition;
1 Scene
Exposition;
7 Scene
Change
2. Rising Action;
1 Scene
Rising Action;
1 Scene
Same
3. Climax;
1 Scene
Climax:
2 Scene
Change
4. Falling Action;
1 Scene
Falling Action;
2 Scene
Change
5. Resolution;
2 Scene
Resolution;
5 Scene
Change
2The explanation about the plot In a Grove short story,film
adaptation by the English Letter 2013 and the discussion by the research
finding;
1. Exposition
Exposition is the beginning of the story before the action starts. It
provides the readers with some information. In other word it gives
readers information about the story. Kenney (1988:12) states that, “it is
the name usually given to the process by which the writer impact to the
reader information necessary to the understanding story”. It means that
introduction is a little background information to understand about the
story. Tn a Grove film adaptation begins with a woodcutter found a body
in a grove in the mountain.
a) Short story
One morning, a woodcutter found a body in a grove in the
mountain. The exact location was about 150 meters of the
Yamashina stage road, out-of-way grove of bamboo and cedar.
b) Film adaptation
A calm morning in a village somewhere in Gizzard Province. A
cold quite village on the foot of a mountain with its villagers
doing their activities to sustain their daily needs. There is a
chief seen to be doing business with his partner on a plain. The
business was about made some building on their village. The
Chief seen to enters his house, his wife welcome him with a hot
tea and takes his hands. Their son seen to be near the door and
look sharp to his father. A memory of last night brutal violence
done by his father to him made a deep hatred to his own father.
Rony walks out the door and leaves.
3A Woodcutter tell about she found the body. That evening, as
usual, She went to cut her daily quota of fire woods with her
neighbors, when She found the body in a grove in a hollow in
the mountains. The location is about 150 meters off the Klego
stage road. It's an out-of-the-way grove of woods.
c) The Discussion
The researcher find some part was adapted or changed from
the original story. There is a story or scene on the short story is
not show but the film is show. The additional scene by the
English letter on exposition are;
1) Scene when the villagers doing their activities. This scene
tells about background and situation as an introduction.
A calm morning in a village somewhere in Gizzard
Province. A cold quite village on the foot of a mountain
with its villagers doing their activities to sustain their daily
needs.
2) Scene when a chief doing busisness with his patner and
Sukarman. They make a short conversation about project to
selling village area.
3) Scene when a chief giving tips to Sukarman.
4) Scene when a chief entered house, his wife welcome him
with a hot tea then they make a small conversation.
5) Scene when Rony look sharp to his father. He remember
about the violence done by his father last night (flashback)
and leaving house.
46) Scene when Rony’s corpse is seen, and everyone crowded
outside the police line. Then some of the general assistants
reporting to the general about the evidence, they found
sample of blood, hair, comb and the document on the
Rony’s corpse.
7) Scene when many of polices walk around in the hall and
the interogator or police commisioner enter his room with
the assistants . This scene before the police commisioner
make interogation with the woodcutter like on the short
story.
2. Rising Action
Rising action is a story to introduce the conflict in the story. It is
also known as complication. Kenney (1988:12) states, “The conflict is
movement from the initial statement of the conflict to climax”. It
means that rising action leads the readers to understand the conflict
that occur in the story. Conflict appears will bring the readers to
understand the core of the story in the novel. The rising action Tn a
Grove is when a woodcutter giving explanation or testimony about a
body in a grove in the mountain
5a) Short Story
The testimony by a woodcutter , he found a body in a grove in
the mountain. out-of-way grove of bamboo and cedar. The
body war lying flat dressed in Kimono with a single sword-
stroke had pierced his breast. The woodcutter found only a
rope and comb at and a comb at a root of a cedar nearby. He
added there must have been a battle as the grass and bamboo-
blades trampled all around.
b) Film Adaptation
The testimony by a woodcutter, she found the body in a grove in
a hollow in the mountains. It's an out-of-the-way grove of
woods. The body was lying flat on its back dressed in a white
casual shirt and black leather jacket and black jeans. A single
knife stroke had pierced the breast. The fallen wood-blades
around it were stained with body blossoms. She found only a
rope at the root of some tree nearby. Apparently he must have
made a battle of it before he was murdered, because the grass
and fallen wood-blades had been trampled down all around.
c) The Discussion
This plot or scene was relevant with the original story. This
plot when the police commisioner doing interogation with the
woodcutter. There are many part change like character,
properties, and culture.
3. Climax
After conflict there is climax. Climax happens when the story
has highest intensity. Kenney (Kenney, 1988:12) states, “The climax is
reached when the complication researched its highest point of
intensity, from which point to outcome of the story approaches
6inevitability”. Climax In a grove is when the Travelling Buddhist or
Ustaz  give explanation about the human corpse, He remember that a
man accompanying a girls before his corpse found by a woodcutter.
What make the serious? based on the explanation above a man with a
woman accompanying him. Where is the girls? What happen with
their? after the incident the girls was be lost.
a) Short story
The testimony delivered by a traveling Buddhist priest. He says
that he met the man, who was accompanied by a woman on
horseback, on the road, around noon the day before the
murder. The man was carrying a sword, a bow and a black
quiver. All of these, along with the woman's horse, a tall, short-
maned palomino, were missing when the woodcutter
discovered the body.
b) Film adaptation
The testimony delivered by Uztaz, At yesterday noon. The
unfortunate man was on the road from Gizzard to Klego. He
cross toward Gizzard with a woman accompanying him on
bicycle back, who I have since learned was his wife. A scarf
hanging from her head hid her face from view. His bicycle was
a sorrel with a fine mane. The lady's height is about four feet
five inches. And I remember that he carried some twenty odd
arrows in his quiver”
c) The Discussion
The additional story maybe show on this part. The
additional story on rising action by the English letter is when
the Uztaz giving testimony about the man corpse, the police
commisioner make the additional question are about the
7relationship between Uztaz, his nephew, and Sukarman. The
reason police commisioner makes this question, he has
assesment this case connect to the one of two people above.
4. Falling Action
Falling action is the event after the climax which related the
story. It contains the moment when the conflict was abating and there
is the way to resolution. In a Grove the falling action is started when
A police found something as a evidence.
a) Short Story
One day the officer arrested a notorious brigand called
Tajomaru whom also suspected for all clothes and arms
belonged to the man taken by Tajomaru. An old woman in
Wakasa confessed the corpse was son-in-law, and definitely the
woman was her daughter. The man was a gentle disposition
Samurai named Takehiko and the woman was Masago.
b) Film Adaptation
A police found something as a evidence, a little beyond the
stone bridge he found the bicycle grazing by the roadside, with
his long rein dangling. 10 of all the robbers prowling around
Klego, this Sukarman has given the most grief to the women in
town. Last autumn a wife who came to the mountain back of the
Pindora of the Toribe mosque, presumably to pay a visit, was
murdered, along with a girl. It has been suspected that it was
his doing. The another evidence is based on the testimony by
the mosque girl. She know Sukarman clean his blood on the
mosque and he looks in hurt. The additional testimony comes
by the old woman, she said that the corpse was son-in-law, and
definitely the woman was her daughter. The man was a gentle
disposition named Rony Firmansyah and the woman was
Yuyun.
8c) The Discussion
The researcher find some part was changed from the
original story. The additional scene by the English letter on
falling action are; Scene when the police commisioner make
interogation with mosque girls (Reny, she is the ustaz niece or
the Sukarman’s friend). The mosque girl know Sukarman clean
his blood on the mosque and he looks in hurt.
5. Resolution
the conclusion or resolution of the story. In other word is the end
of the story. “The resolution also can be called conclusion. It contains
events that are much less intense that the climax that lead toward
resolution of the conflict and toward a stable situation at the end”
(Griffith, 1986:44). The conclusion of In a Grove film adaptation
started from Confession of Sukarman, he was jealousy with rony, He
killed the man just to married the woman.
a) Short Story
Next, Tajōmaru confesses. He says that he met them on the
road in the forest, and upon first seeing Masago, decided that
he was going to rape her. In order to rape Masago unhindered,
he separated the couple, luring Takehiro into the woods with
the promise of buried treasure. He then stuffed his mouth full of
leaves, tied him to a tree and fetched Masago. When Masago
saw her husband tied to the tree, she pulled a dagger from her
bosom and tried to stab Tajōmaru, but he knocked the knife out
of her hand, and he had his way with her. Originally, he had no
intention of killing the man, he claims, but after the rape, she
begged him to either kill her husband or kill himself,she could
not live if two men knew her shame. She would leave with the
9last man standing. Tajōmaru did not wish to kill Takehiro in a
cowardly manner, so he untied him and they had a sword fight.
During the duel, Masago fled. Tajōmaru dispatched the man
and took the man's sword, bow, and quiver, as well as the
woman's horse. He says that he sold the sword before he was
captured by the bounty hunter.
b) Film Adaptation
The explanation by Sukarman, after the police commisioner
trap him and find the evidence that refers he was murderer.
When he saw her eye to eye, he wanted to make her his wife. I
didn't like to resort to unfair means to kill him. I untied him and
told him to cross swords with me. (The rope that was found at
the root of the cedar is the rope I dropped at the time.) Furious
with anger, he drew his thick knife. And quick as thought, he
sprang at me ferociously, without speaking a word. I needn't
tell you how our fight turned out. The twenty-third stroke . . .
please remember this. I'm impressed with this fact still. Nobody
under the sun has ever clashed swords with me twenty strokes
he fell and dead. And finally, Sukarman seen inside the jail
without any regret (black out).
c) The Discussion
After scene the police commisioner make interogation with
the old woman, there are additional scene on the resolution and
some part of story was change.
1) Scene when the police commisioner making trap to
Sukarman. He has planing to get some evidence by
sukarman himself. He make trap to get Sukarman’s
fingerfrint and sample of sukarman’s hair. After he get the
evidence he make interogation with Sukarman. The police
commisioner show the evidence, then Sukarman admited
his crime and he give explanation about the reason he kill
10
Rony Firmansyah. This scene or story was change from the
original text.
2) Scene when Sukarman tell about the chronology of
incident. This is flashback from scene Rony come to Yuyun
and take her by motorcycle. They stay on side of Klego
lake and doing some conversation, after that Sukarman
comes and take them in a hollow in the mountains. Next
scene Rony and Sukarman making a battle and Yuyun go
away. This scene explain part by part Sukarman kill Rony.
3) Scene when Sukarman tell about the fact, Rony’s mother
order him to geting back the document which taken by
Rony before he leaving home. After he looks Rony and
Yuyun, he was jelous and he forget his mission.
4) Scene when a chief and wife try to giving money for the
police general.
5) Scene for the closing (flshback about the fact before
incident) when Rony take Yuyun come to his house, and
his father chase away Yuyun from there. Rony’s father
make a violence to him, then he take the important
document and leaving house. Next scene Sukarman seen on
the jail.
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B. The Adaptation of characters Akutagawas’s In a Grove short story
into a film by the English letter 2013.
Character is a person who responsible for thought and they do
actions within a story of the drama, novel, poem, or other literature.
Characters are the most important things in a literary work, because they
can reflect to the readers feels.
The characters in the story can be divided into some categories
based on the point of view taken ; major and minor character, protagonist
and antagonist character(Nurgiyantoro, 2007:176).The character In a
Grove film adaptation are divided into two. They are major characters and
minor characters.
a. Major characters
The major character is a character who becomes the main subject
and central character in a story. Every story or drama has the major
character. In a Grove film adaptation major characters, they are; Rony,
Sukarman, and Interogator or Police commisioner.
b. Minor characters
The minor characters are the characters that do not have
important role of a story. Minor characters do not control the whole
story. They also do not always appear like the major characters. Minor
characters serve to complement the major characters and help move
the plot events forward. In a Grove film adaptation there are many
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minor characters. They are: Yuyun, Mosque girl, Old woman, Ustaz,
Medium, General, Assistant general, Assistant Interrogator, Doctor
forensic, Crime scene police, Village chief, Chief wife, Waitress,
Luki’s partner, Rendhy Body Guard, Villager, Wood cutter, and
Woodcutter’s friend.
c. Protagonist and Antagonist Character
Protagonist is identical with all the good character inside the actors
which had been chosen and created by the author. According to
Altenberd and Lewis (1966: 59) that protagonist is a character who is
admired by the readers, which always called as a hero because he
always does ideal role and follows the rules and value in the society.
Luxemburg (1992: 145) states that antagonist is the opposite character
of protagonist either physically and psychologically. The Antagonist
character usually causes conflict for protagonist. The Protagonis
character In a grove film adaptation is Rony Firmansyah. Beside that
the antagonis character is Sukarman.
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Table 2. The adaptation of characters Akutagawas’s In a Grove short
story  into a film by the English letter 2013
No Short story Film Adaptation Discussion
1. Takehiko Rony Firmansyah Replace
2. Masago Yuyun Replace
3. Tajomaru Sukarman Replace
4. High police
commissioner
High police commissioner
or Interogator
Same
5. Woodcutter Woodcutter Same
6. Travelling Buddhist
Priest
Ustaz Replace
7. Old woman Old woman Same
8. Policeman Policeman Same
9. Woman at Shimizu
temple
Mosque Girls Replace
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The explanation about the characters In a Grove film adaptation by
the English Letter 2013;
1. Rony Firmansyah, he is Yuyun’s husband. The man corpse who
was found by the woodcutter on a hollow in the mountain.
2. Woodcutter, he woodcutter was the first person to find the
murdered man's body. She found him 150 meters off the Klego
stage road when he was off to do his daily routines.
3. High Police Commissioner, he was in charge to investigate the
murder and pinpoint the real criminal through interviewing
witnesses  and suspects.
4. Ustaz, the second man to be interviewed the High Police
Commissioner. He claimed to have spotted the murdered man
still alive on a road from Gizzard to Klego.
5. Policeman, he brought forth Sukarman, a man he arrested. The
Policeman arrested Sukarman for he claims that this man was
the criminal in the investigation. He claimed that the suspect
was holding a bow and a quiver of odd arrows when he was
found.
6. Old Woman, she is the mother of  Rony's wife. She claimed her
daughter is Yuyun, a girl with a small, oval, dark-complected
face with a mole at the corner of her left eye, was nineteen
years old.
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7. Sukarman, the main suspect of the murder. He supposedly
'admitted' that he killed Rony in order to keep his wife for
himself. Although, Sukarman hadn't really planned on killing
Rony, until Yuyun had asked for atleast one of the men to die.
He claimed that they dueled to-the-death, but when he had
emerged victorious, Yuyun was nowhere to be found. He
suspected that she ran away while the two men were busy
fighting for their lives.
8. Yuyun, the wife of  Rony Firmansyah. She claimed that
Sukarman had been long gone when she supposedly picked
herself up and stabbed her husband with her own sword. She
was supposed to follow him afterward, but claimed that she
must have fainted after the event had taken place.
The additional characters is to make a film more interesting than
the short story. The short story we just enjoying reading and imagination
the situation, characters, and plot of the story. In a film adaptation we
need a more character to completing a snece or story and to make
enjoying the viewer watching.
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There are some of the additional character of In a Grove film
adaptation.
1. Medium
2. General
3. Assistant general
4. Assistant Interogator
5. Doctor forensic
6. Crime scene police
7. Village chief
8. Chief wife
9. Waitress
10. Chief’s partner
11. Rendhy Body Guard
12. Villager Woodcutter’s friend
C. The adaptation of setting Akutagawas’s In a Grove short story  into a
film by the English letter 2013.
In  a Grove Film adaptation by The English Letter 2013 using
Indonesian version. This mean Indonesian culture as their basic to making
a film. A film adaptation of a literary work will be very influenced by
places and cultures where the film was made. The researcher want to give
explanation, where is location or setting that was changed In  a Grove
Film adaptation by The English Letter 2013.
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Setting is a part of literary work which consists of the situation and
condition in the story. Kennedy (1983:38) states that setting is the place of
incident. Setting is important in a literary work because with setting the
readers will be knowing where and when the story takes place. Setting
consists of setting of place, setting of time and setting of society.
a) Setting of Place
Setting of place deals with the place where the story takes place. It
can be a building, town or city, area, and country.
Table 3. The adaptation of setting place Akutagawas’s In a Grove short
story  into a film by the English letter 2013
No Short story Film Adaptation Discussion
1 Sekiyama Gizzard Replace
2 Yamashima Klego Replace
3 Shimizu Temple Toribe Mosque Replace
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The explanation about the setting of place In a Grove film adaptation by
the English Letter 2013;
1) Gizzard
Gizzard is one of the settings of place on this film adaptation.
Gizzard is a cold quite village on the foot of a mountain with its villagers
doing their activities to sustain their daily needs.
2) Klego
Klego is subdistrict of boyolali city. A place when a woodcutter
found the body in a grove in ahollow in the mountains. The location is
about 150 meters of the Klego stage road. It'san out-of-the-way grove of
woods.
3) Toribe Mosque
Mosque on the back mountain of Klego.
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b) Setting of Time
Setting of time deals with the time when the story happens. It can
be a season or period of time: year, month, and day. In a Grove there are
many setting of time. Four of them are:
1) A calm morning
The author tells the beginning of the film adaptation is on A calm
morning. This time when the villagers doing their activities to sustain
their daily needs. They bring grass for their farm, washing clothes and
bathing in the river, greeting each others, working on their rice fields.
2) That evening
Time when the woodcutter went to cutmy daily quota of fire woods
with my neighbors, when she found the body in a grove in ahollow in
the mountains. The location is about 150 metersoff the Klego stage
road. It's an out of the way grove of woods
3) Last autumn
Last autum is time when yuyun came to the mountainback of the
Klego of the Toribe mosque.
The setting of time on this film adaptation was relevant with the
short story. Every time of moment was adapted from the real story.
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c) Setting of Society
Social setting directs to the problem which are related to the
behavior of social life in certain place and certain time in a story. Social
setting has connection with the system of social life that contains many
problems in complex scope; it can be habits, costumes, religion, ideology,
and the way of thinking. There are some part of society was change and
this is adaptaed to Indonesian or based on the English Letter 2013 version.
There are several settings of society In a Grove Film adaptation by The
English Letter 2013;
1) Religion
The religion on the film adaptation is adapted from one of
Indonesian religion, that is Islam. This is because the religion of the
English Letter 2013 are Islam.
2) Costumes
Based on the religion of The English Letter 2013 and their culture,
the comtumes is adaptation, the man using T-shirt, jeans, jacket and koko
(clothes to ustaz).The girls using dress or long dress and veil.
3) Culture
The English Letter 2013 using the Indonesian culture especially
Java culture, it’s seen from the form of building or house, the dialect, and
their daily work.
CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION
A. Conclusion
This thesis deals with the adaptation of Ryūnosuke Akutagawa In a
Grove short story  into a film by English letters in 2013. The English letter
students have adapted In a Grove a short story into a film that is
interesting in their version. They use Indonesian culture as the basic. The
intrinsic element that used as the finding are: plot, characters and setting.
The English letter 2013 make the additional scene on plot of In a
Grove film adaptation. The additional scene included of; (1)The
introduction, tells about the background and situation when the villagers
doing their activities in field. (2) A chief doing business with friends then
he come to home, his wife welcome with a hot tea and takes his hand. (3)
The situation on the place of incident. the scene, Rony’s corpse is seen,
everybody is busy, villagers crowded outside the police line. (4) The
falling action, tells about a mosque girl know Sukarman clean his blood on
the mosque. (5) Scene when the police commisioner making trap to
Sukarman to get the fingerfrint. (6) Sukarman tell about the fact, Rony’s
mother order him to geting back the document which taken by Rony
before he leaving home then after he looks Rony and Yuyun, he was jelous
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1and forget his mission and he killed Rony. Beside that the story on another
scene and part was relevant.
The additional characters of In a Grove film adaptation is to make a
film more interesting and to enjoying the viewer watching. The name of
characters In a Grove film adaptation was change, that are; Takehiko-
Rony Firmansyah, Masago-Yuyun, Tajomaru-Sukarman, Travelling
Buddhist Priest-Ustaz, Woman at Shimizu temple-Mosque Girl. This is
some of the additional characters In a Grove film adaptation; Medium,
General, Assistant general, Assistant Interogator, Doctor forensic, Crime
scene police, Village chief, Chief wife, Waitress, Chief’s partner, Rendhy
Body Guard, Villager, Woodcutter’s friend.
The setting of place deals with the place where the story takes
place. Setting of place was change or replace on the In a Grove film
adaptation by the English Letter 2013 included of : (a) Sekiyama become
Gizzard. (b) Yamashima become Klego. (c) Shimizu Temple become
Toribe Mosque. Beside that some part of society was change and this is
adaptaed to Indonesian or based on the English Letter 2013 version that
are religion, customes and culture.
2B. Suggestion
When the other researcher want to take Ryonosuke Akutagawa’s In
a Grove short story or In a Grove film adaptation in any research, it is
important to consider. There are many of element to be analyzed in short
story or film adaptation, such as the istrinsic element (plot, characters, and
setting)
The viewers will know about the story of Rony, Yuyun, and Why
Sukarman tobe a murderer. For the viewers of In a Grove film adaptation
the researcher hopes the viewers be able take moral value in the film and
understand the story. This is not only enjoying watching a film but their
should know whether they get the message of the film or not. The viewers
should be have quality to choose a film and understanding the message.
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In A Grove’S short
story by RYONOSUKE
AKUTAGAWA
In a Grove
Ryunosuke Akutagawa
The Testimony of a
Woodcutter, Questioned by a
High Police Commissioner
1 Yes, sir. Certainly, it was I
who found the body. This
morning, as usual, I went to cut
my daily quota of cedars, when I
found the body in  a grove in a
hollow in the mountains. The
exact location? About 150 meters
off the Yamashina stage road. It's
an out-of-the-way grove of
bamboo and cedars.
2 The body was lying flat on
its back dressed in a bluish silk
kimono and a wrinkled head-
dress of the Kyoto style. A single
sword-stroke had pierced the
breast. The fallen bamboo-blades
around it were stained with
bloody blossoms. No, the blood
was no longer running. The
wound had dried up, I believe.
And also, a gad-fly was stuck fast
there, hardly noticing my
footsteps.
3 You ask me if I saw a sword
or any such thing?
4 No, nothing, sir. I found only
a rope at the root of a cedar near
by. And . . . well, in addition to a
rope, I found a comb. That was
all. Apparently he must have
made a battle of it before he was
murdered, because the grass and
fallen bamboo-blades had been
trampled down all around.
5 "A horse was near by?"
6 No, sir. It's hard enough for
a man to enter, let alone a horse.
The Testimony of a Traveling
Buddhist Priest, Questioned
by a High Police
Commissioner
7 The time? Certainly, it was
about noon yesterday, sir. The
unfortunate man was on the road
from Sekiyama to Yamashina. He
was walking toward Sekiyama
with a woman accompanying him
on horseback, who  I have since
learned was his wife. A scarf
hanging from her head hid her
face from view. All I saw was the
color of her clothes, a lilac-
colored suit. Her horse was a
sorrel with   a fine mane. The
lady's height? Oh, about four feet
five inches. Since I am a Buddhist
priest, I took little notice about
her details. Well, the man was
armed with a sword as well as a
bow and arrows. And I remember
that he carried some twenty odd
arrows in his quiver.
8 Little did I expect that he
would meet such a fate. Truly
human life is as evanescent as
the morning dew or a flash of
lightning. My words are
inadequate to express my
sympathy for him.
The Testimony of a Policeman,
Questioned by a High Police
Commissioner
9 The man that I arrested? He
is a notorious brigand called
Tajomaru. When I arrested him,
he had fallen off his horse. He
was groaning on the bridge at
Awataguchi. The time? It was in
the early hours of last night. For
the record, I might say that the
other day I tried to arrest him,
but unfortunately he escaped. He
was wearing   a dark blue silk
kimono and a large plain sword.
And, as you see, he got  a bow
and arrows somewhere. You say
that this bow and these arrows
look like the ones owned by the
dead man? Then Tajomaru must
be the murderer. The bow wound
with leather strips, the black
lacquered quiver, the seventeen
arrows with hawk feathers—these
were all in his possession I
believe. Yes, Sir, the horse is, as
you say, a sorrel with a fine
mane. A little beyond the stone
bridge I found the horse grazing
by the roadside, with his long rein
dangling. Surely there is some
providence in his having been
thrown by the horse.
10 Of all the robbers prowling
around Kyoto, this Tajomaru has
given the most grief to the
women in town. Last autumn a
wife who came to the mountain
back of the Pindora of the Toribe
Temple, presumably to pay a
visit, was murdered, along with a
girl. It has been suspected that it
was his doing. If this criminal
murdered the man, you cannot
tell what he may have done with
the man's wife. May it please
your honor to look into this
problem as well.
The Testimony of an Old
Woman, Questioned by a High
Police Commissioner
11 Yes, sir, that corpse is the
man who married my daughter.
He does not come from Kyoto. He
was a samurai in the town of
Kokufu in the province of
Wakasa. His name was Kanazawa
no Takehiko, and his age was
twenty-six. He was of a gentle
disposition, so I am sure he did
nothing to provoke the anger of
others.
12 My daughter? Her name is
Masago, and her age is nineteen.
She is a spirited, fun-loving girl,
but I am sure she has never
known any man except Takehiko.
She has a small, oval, dark-
complected face with a mole at
the corner of her left eye.
13 Yesterday Takehiko left for
Wakasa with my daughter. What
bad luck it is that things should
have come to such a sad end!
What has become of my
daughter? I am resigned to giving
up my son-in-law as lost, but the
fate of my daughter worries me
sick. For heaven's sake leave no
stone unturned to find her. I hate
that robber Tajomaru, or
whatever his name is. Not only
my son-in-law, but my daughter .
. . (Her later words were drowned
in tears.)
Tajomaru's Confession
14 I killed him, but not her.
Where's she gone? I can't tell.
Oh, wait a minute. No torture can
make me confess what I don't
know. Now things have come to
such a head, I won't keep
anything from you.
15 Yesterday a little past noon I
met that couple. Just then a puff
of wind blew, and raised her
hanging scarf, so that I caught a
glimpse of her face. Instantly it
was again covered from my view.
That may have been one reason;
she looked like a Bodhisattva. At
that moment I made up my mind
to capture her even if I had to kill
her man.
16 Why? To me killing isn't a
matter of such great consequence
as you might think. When a
woman is captured, her man has
to be killed anyway. In killing, I
use the sword I wear at my side.
Am I the only one who kills
people? You, you don't use your
swords. You kill people with your
power, with your money.
Sometimes you kill them on the
pretext of working for their good.
It's true they don't bleed. They
are in the best of health, but all
the same you've killed them. It's
hard to say who is a greater
sinner, you or me. (An ironical
smile.)
17 But it would be good if I
could capture a woman without
killing her man. So, I made up
my mind to capture her, and do
my best not to kill him. But it's
out of the question on the
Yamashina stage road. So I
managed to lure the couple into
the mountains.
18 It was quite easy. I became
their traveling companion, and I
told them there was an old
mound in the mountain over
there, and that I had dug it open
and found many mirrors and
swords. I went on to tell them I'd
buried the things in a grove
behind the mountain, and that I'd
like to sell them at a low price to
anyone who would care to have
them. Then .  .  . you see, isn't
greed terrible? He was beginning
to be moved by my talk before he
knew it. In less than half an hour
they were driving their horse
toward the mountain with me.
19 When he came in front of
the grove, I told them that the
treasures were buried in it, and I
asked them to come and see. The
man had no objection—he was
blinded by greed. The woman
said she would wait on
horseback. It was natural for her
to say so, at the sight of a thick
grove. To tell you the truth, my
plan worked just as I wished, so I
went into the grove with him,
leaving her behind alone.
20 The grove is only bamboo
for some distance. About fifty
yards ahead there's a rather open
clump of cedars. It was a
convenient spot for my purpose.
Pushing my way through the
grove, I told him  a plausible lie
that the treasures were buried
under the cedars. When I told
him this, he pushed his laborious
way toward the slender cedar
visible through the grove. After a
while the bamboo thinned out,
and we came to where a number
of cedars grew in a row. As soon
as we got there, I seized him
from behind. Because he was a
trained, sword-bearing warrior,
he was quite strong, but he was
taken by surprise, so there was
no help for him. I soon tied him
up to the root of a cedar. Where
did I get a rope? Thank heaven,
being a robber, I had a rope with
me, since I might have to scale a
wall at any moment. Of course it
was easy to stop him from calling
out by gagging his mouth with
fallen bamboo leaves.
21 When I disposed of him, I
went to his woman and asked her
to come and see him, because he
seemed to have been suddenly
taken sick. It's needless to say
that this plan also worked well.
The woman, her sedge hat off,
came into the depths of the
grove, where I led her by the
hand. The instant she caught
sight of her husband, she drew a
small sword. I've never seen a
woman of such violent temper. If
I'd been off guard, I'd have got a
thrust in my side. I dodged, but
she kept on slashing at me. She
might have wounded me deeply
or killed me. But I'm Tajomaru. I
managed to strike down her small
sword without drawing my own.
The most spirited woman is
defenseless without a weapon. At
least I could satisfy my desire for
her without taking her husband's
life.
22 Yes . . . without taking his
life. I had no wish to kill him. I
was about to run away from the
grove, leaving the woman behind
in tears, when she frantically
clung to my arm. In broken
fragments of words, she asked
that either her husband or I die.
She said it was more trying than
death to have her shame known
to two men. She gasped out that
she wanted to be the wife of
whichever survived. Then a
furious desire to kill him seized
me. (Gloomy excitement.)
23 Telling you in this way, no
doubt I seem a crueler man than
you. But that's because you didn't
see her face. Especially her
burning eyes at that moment. As
I saw her eye to eye, I wanted to
make her my wife even if I were
to be struck by lightning. I
wanted to make her my wife . . .
this single desire filled my mind.
This was not only lust, as you
might think. At that time if I'd
had no other desire than lust, I'd
surely not have minded knocking
her down and running away.
Then I wouldn't have stained my
sword with his blood. But the
moment I gazed at her face in
the dark grove, I decided not to
leave there without killing him.
24 But I didn't like to resort to
unfair means to kill him. I untied
him and told him to cross swords
with me. (The rope that was
found at the root of the cedar is
the rope I dropped at the time.)
Furious with anger, he drew his
thick sword. And quick as
thought, he sprang at me
ferociously, without speaking a
word. I needn't tell you how our
fight turned out. The twenty-third
stroke . . . please remember this.
I'm impressed with this fact still.
Nobody under the sun has ever
clashed swords with me twenty
strokes. (A cheerful smile.)
25 When he fell, I turned
toward her, lowering my blood-
stained sword. But to my great
astonishment she was gone. I
wondered to where she had run
away. I looked for her in the
clump of cedars. I listened, but
heard only a groaning sound from
the throat of the dying man.
26 As soon as we started to
cross swords, she may have run
away through the grove to call for
help. When I thought of that, I
decided it was a matter of life and
death to me. So, robbing him of
his sword, and bow and arrows, I
ran out to the mountain road.
There I found her horse still
grazing quietly. It would be a
mere waste of words to tell you
the later details, but before I
entered town I had already
parted with the sword. That's all
my confession. I know that my
head will be hung in chains
anyway, so put me down for the
maximum penalty. (A defiant
attitude.)
The Confession of a Woman
Who Has Come to the Shimizu
Temple
27 That man in the blue silk
kimono, after forcing me to yield
to him, laughed mockingly as he
looked at my bound husband.
How horrified my husband must
have been! But no matter how
hard he struggled in agony, the
rope cut into him all the more
tightly. In spite of myself I ran
stumblingly toward his side. Or
rather I tried to run toward him,
but the man instantly knocked
me down. Just at that moment I
saw an indescribable light in my
husband's eyes. Something
beyond expression  . . . his eyes
make me shudder even now. That
instantaneous look of my
husband, who couldn't speak a
word, told me all his heart. The
flash in his eyes was neither
anger nor sorrow . . . only a cold
light, a look of loathing. More
struck by the look in his eyes
than by the blow of the thief, I
called out in spite of myself and
fell unconscious.
28 In the course of time I came
to, and found that the man in
blue silk was gone. I saw only my
husband still bound to the root of
the cedar. I raised myself from
the bamboo-blades with difficulty,
and looked into his face; but the
expression in his eyes was just
the same as before.
29 Beneath the cold contempt
in his eyes, there was hatred.
Shame, grief, and anger . . . I
don't know how to express my
heart at that time. Reeling to my
feet, I went up to my husband.
30 "Takejiro,"   I said to him,
"since things have come to this
pass, I cannot live with you. I'm
determined to die . . . but you
must die, too. You saw my
shame. I can't leave you alive as
you are."
31 This was all I could say. Still
he went on gazing at me with
loathing and contempt. My heart
breaking, I looked for his sword.
It must have been taken by the
robber. Neither his sword nor his
bow and arrows were to be seen
in the grove. But fortunately my
small sword was lying at my feet.
Raising it over head, once more I
said, "Now give me your life. I'll
follow you right away."
32 When he heard these words,
he moved his lips with difficulty.
Since his mouth was stuffed with
leaves, of course his voice could
not be heard at all. But at a
glance I understood his words.
Despising me, his look said only,
"Kill me." Neither conscious nor
unconscious,  I stabbed the small
sword through the lilac-colored
kimono into his breast.
33 Again at this time I must
have fainted. By the time I
managed to look up, he had
already breathed his last—still in
bonds. A streak of sinking
sunlight streamed through the
clump of cedars and bamboos,
and shone on his pale face.
Gulping down my sobs,  I untied
the rope from his dead body. And
. . . and what has become of me
since I have no more strength to
tell you. Anyway I hadn't the
strength to die. I stabbed my own
throat with the small sword, I
threw myself into a pond at the
foot of the mountain, and I tried
to kill myself in many ways.
Unable to end my life, I am still
living in dishonor. (A lonely
smile.) Worthless as I am, I must
have been forsaken even by the
most merciful Kwannon. I killed
my own husband. I was violated
by the robber. Whatever can I
do? Whatever can I . . . I . . .
(Gradually, violent sobbing.)
The Story of the Murdered
Man, as Told Through a
Medium
34 After violating my wife, the
robber, sitting there, began to
speak comforting words to her.
Of course I couldn't speak. My
whole body was tied fast to the
root of a cedar. But meanwhile I
winked at her many times, as
much as to say "Don't believe the
robber." I wanted to convey some
such meaning to her. But my
wife, sitting dejectedly on the
bamboo leaves, was looking hard
at her lap. To all appearance, she
was listening to his words. I was
agonized by jealousy. In the
meantime the robber went on
with his clever talk, from one
subject to another. The robber
finally made his bold brazen
proposal. "Once your virtue is
stained, you won't get along well
with your husband, so won't you
be my wife instead? It's my love
for you that made me be violent
toward you."
35 While the criminal talked,
my wife raised her face as if in a
trance. She had never looked so
beautiful as at that moment.
What did my beautiful wife say in
answer to him while I was sitting
bound there? I am lost in space,
but I have never thought of her
answer without burning with
anger and jealousy. Truly she
said, . . . "Then take me away
with you wherever you go."
36 This is not the whole of her
sin. If that were all, I would not
be tormented so much in the
dark. When she was going out of
the grove as if in a dream, her
hand in the robber's, she
suddenly turned pale, and
pointed at me tied to the root of
the cedar, and said, "Kill him! I
cannot marry you as long as he
lives." "Kill him!" she cried many
times, as if she had gone crazy.
Even now these words threaten
to blow me headlong into the
bottomless abyss of darkness.
Has such a hateful thing come
out of a human mouth ever
before? Have such cursed words
ever struck a human ear, even
once? Even once such a . . . (A
sudden cry of scorn.) At these
words the robber himself turned
pale. "Kill him," she cried,
clinging to his arms. Looking hard
at her, he answered neither yes
nor no .  .  . but hardly had I
thought about his answer before
she had been knocked down into
the bamboo leaves. (Again a cry
of scorn.) Quietly folding his
arms, he looked at me and said,
"What will you do with her? Kill
her or save her? You have only to
nod. Kill her?" For these words
alone I would like to pardon his
crime.
37 While I hesitated, she
shrieked and ran into the depths
of the grove. The robber instantly
snatched at her, but he failed
even to grasp her sleeve.
38 After she ran away, he took
up my sword, and my bow and
arrows. With a single stroke he
cut one of my bonds. I remember
his mumbling, "My fate is next."
Then he disappeared from the
grove. All was silent after that.
No, I heard someone crying.
Untying the rest of my bonds, I
listened carefully, and I noticed
that it was my own crying. (Long
silence.)
39 I raised my exhausted body from
the foot of the cedar. In front of me
there was shining the small sword
which my wife had dropped. I took it
up and stabbed it into my breast. A
bloody lump rose to my mouth, but
I didn't feel any pain. When my
breast grew cold, everything was
as silent as the dead in their graves.
What profound silence! Not a
single bird-note was heard in the sky
over this grave in the hollow of the
mountains. Only a lonely light
lingered on the cedars and
mountains. By and by the light
gradually grew fainter, till the cedars
and bamboo were lost to view. Lying
there, I was enveloped in deep
silence.
40 Then someone crept up to me.
I tried to see who it was. But darkness
had already been gathering round me.
Someone . .
. that someone drew the small sword
softly out of my breast in its
invisible hand. At the same time
once more blood flowed into my mouth.
And once and for all I sank down into
the darkness of
space.
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In a Grove Script
Scene 1
A calm morning in a village somewhere in Gizzard Province.A cold quite village on the foot of a
mountain with its villagers doing their activities to sustain their daily needs. They bring grass for
their farm, washing clothes and bathing in the river, greeting each others, working on their rice
fields.
Scene 2
A chief seen to be doing business with his partner on a plain.
Chief
(laughing out loud), don’t you worry about the papers of this plain. I am the Chief of this beautiful
and rich village and that’s mean I can get any permission and procedure clear by an eye blink.
Rendhy
(smiling) it’s always a pleasure to doing business with you, old friend. This village gives many
promises in the future. Office building, marketing building and any business building can be built here
as we want.
Chief
(smiling) I don’t really care about what will you do to this village property as far as I earn profit as
many as you can offer, old friend (laughing).
Rendhy
(smile) (laughing) you can keep my word friend.
Scene 3
The Chief seen to enters his house, his wife welcome him with a hot tea and takes his hands before
they start a small talk.
Wife
How is the business with your colleague, Pa?
Chief
Nothing special, my dear.Just another deal to make and sign. This village will grow into a fine city in
the short future.
Their son seen to be near the door and look sharp to his father. A memory of last night brutal violence
done by his father to him made a deep hatred to his own father (flashback). He walks toward his
mother and says.
Rony
Mom, I’d like to go out. Just a moment (takes her hand to ask permission and smile).
Mother
(smile)oh dear son, where will you go? The sky is warm. Why don’t you greet your dad?
Rony
(takes off her hand away and walks away) (his smile disappear)
Dad
(angry with his son behavior) (yelling) Where will you go?! Your mother is asking you a question?!
Rony
(without looking his dad) (keeps walking) nowhere.
Rony walks out the door and black out.
Scene 4
Crime scene is seen filled by police examine the scene, Rony’s corpse is seen, everybody is busy,
villagers crowded outside the police line. Some general assistants reporting to the general who just
arrived.
Scene 5
Inside the police’s interogation’s room. Many polices walk around the hall. Interrogator escorted by
3 interrogator assistants enter the room.
The Testimony of aWoodcutter, Questioned by aHigh
PoliceCommissioner
Interrogator
So, it was you who firstly found the body?
Woodcutter
Yes, sir. Certainly, it was Iwho found the body. That evening, as usual, I went to cutmy daily quotaof
fire woods with my neighbors, when Ifound the body in a grove in ahollow in the mountains.The
location is about 150 metersoff the Klego stage road. It'san out-of-the-way grove ofwoods.
Interrogator
How was the body condition? How were details of the body and its surrounding?
Woodcutter
The body was lying flat onits back dressed in a white casual shirt and black leather jacket and
blackjeans. A single knife stroke had pierced thebreast. The fallen wood-bladesaround it were stained
with boody blossoms. The bloodwas no longer running. Thewound had dried up, I believe.And also,
agad-fly was stuck fastthere, hardly noticing myfootsteps.And there was nothing, sir. I found onlya
rope at the root of some tree nearby. And . . . well, in addition to arope, I found a comb. That wasall.
Apparently he must havemade a battle of it before he wasmurdered, because the grass andfallen
wood-blades had beentrampled down all around.
Interrogator
Was there abicycle near by?
Woodcutter
No, sir. It's hard enough fora man to enter, left a bicycle behind.
The Testimony of a Ustaz, Questionedby a High
PoliceCommissioner
Interrogator
Did you remember what time you met the man? Did you notice another person who accompanied the
man that time?
Ustaz
The time? Certainly, it wasabout noon yesterday, sir. Theunfortunate man was on the roadfrom
Gizzard to Klego. Hewas walking toward Gizzardwith a woman accompanying himon bicycle back,
who I have sincelearned was his wife. A scarfhanging from her head hid herface from view. All I saw
was thecolor of her clothes, a lilaccoloredsuit. Her bicycle was asorrel with a fine mane. Thelady's
height is about four feetfive inches. Since I am a Ustaz, I took little notice abouther details. Well, the
man wasarmed with a sword as well as abow and arrows. And I rememberthat he carried some twenty
oddarrows in his quiver.
Interrogator
The man you met that time is dead.
Ustaz
(Sigh) Little did I expect that hewould meet such a fate. Trulyhuman life is as evanescent asthe
morning dew or a flash oflightning. My words areinadequate to express mysympathy for him.
The Testimony of a Policeman,Questioned by a High
PoliceCommissioner
Interrogator
What was the name of the man you arrested sometimes ago?
Policeman
The man that I arrested? Heis a notorious brigand calledSukarman. When I arrested him,he had fallen
off his bicycle. Hewas groaning on the bridge atSalatiga.
Interrogator
What time did you arrested him? Did you notice that this bow and these arrowslook like the ones
owned by thedead man?
Policeman
The time? It was inthe early hours of last night. Forthe record, I might say that theother day I tried to
arrest him,but unfortunately he escaped. Hewas wearing a red shirt.And, as you see, he got a bowand
arrows somewhere. And you saythat this bow and these arrowslook like the ones owned by thedead
man? Then Sukarman mustbe the murderer. The bow woundwith leather strips, the blacklacquered
quiver, the seventeenarrows with hawk feathers—thesewere all in his possession Ibelieve.
Interrogator
And the bicycle was there?
Policeman
Yes, Sir, the bicycle is, asyou say, a sorrel with a finemane. A little beyond the stonebridge I found
the bicycle grazingby the roadside, with his long reindangling. Surely there is someprovidence in his
having beenaccidentally thrown by the bicycle.10 Of all the robbers prowlingaround Klego, this
Sukarman hasgiven the most grief to thewomen in town. Last autumn awife who came to the
mountainback of the Klego of the Toribe mosque, presumably to pay avisit, was murdered, along with
agirl. It has been suspected that itwas his doing. If this criminalmurdered the man, you cannottell what
he may have done withthe man's wife. May it pleaseyour honor to look into thisproblem as well.
The Testimony of an OldWoman, Questioned by a HighPolice
Commissioner
Interrogator
I’ve been told that the dead man was your daughter’s husband? Where was his origin and how was his
attitude?
Old Woman
Yes, sir, that corpse is theman who married my daughter.He does not come from Klego. He and his
family came from Gizzard Province. His name was RoniFirmansyah, and his age wastwenty-six. He
was of a gentledisposition, so I am sure he didnothing to provoke the anger ofothers.
Interrogator
What was your daughter’s name? How was her appearance?
Old Woman
Her name isYuyun, and her age is nineteen.She is a spirited, fun-loving girl,but I am sure she has
neverknown any man except Roni.She has a small, oval, darkcomplectedface with a mole atthe corner
of her left eye.Yesterday Roni left for Gizzard with my daughter. Whatbad luck it is that things
shouldhave come to such a sad end!What has become of mydaughter? I am resigned to givingup my
son-in-law as lost, but thefate of my daughter worries mesick. For heaven's sake leave nostone
unturned to find her. I hatethat robber Sukarman, orwhatever his name is. Not onlymy son-in-law, but
my daughter .. . (Her later words were drownedin tears.)
Sukarman’s Confession
Sukarman
I killed him, but not her.Where's she gone? I can't tell.Oh, wait a minute. No torture canmake me
confess what I don'tknow. Now things have come tosuch a head, I won't keepanything from
you.Yesterday a little past noon Imet that couple. Just then a puffof wind blew, and raised herhanging
scarf, so that I caught aglimpse of her face. Instantly itwas again covered from my view.That may
have been one reason;she looked like an angel. Andthat moment I made up my mindto capture her
even if I had to killher man.
Interrogator
Why did you decide to kill him? What made you thinking like that? Killing is something that
forbidden in your faith. Isn’t it?
Sukarman
Why? To me killing isn't amatter of such great consequenceas you might think. When awoman is
captured, her man hasto be killed anyway. In killing, Iuse the sword I wear at my side.Am I the only
one who killspeople? You, you don't use yourswords. You kill people with yourpower, with your
money.Sometimes you kill them on thepretext of working for their good.It's true they don't bleed.
Theyare in the best of health, but allthe same you've killed them. It'shard to say who is a greatersinner,
you or me. (An ironicalsmile.)But it would be good if Icould capture a woman withoutkilling her man.
So, I made upmy mind to capture her, and domy best not to kill him. But it'sout of the question on the
Klego stage road. So Imanaged to lure the couple intothe mountains.It was quite easy. I becametheir
traveling companion, and Itold them there was an oldmound in the mountain overthere, and that I had
dug it openand found many mirrors andswords. I went on to tell them I'dburied the things in a
grovebehind the mountain, and that I'dlike to sell them at a low price toanyone who would care to
havethem. Then . . . you see, isn'tgreed terrible? He was beginningto be moved by my talk before
heknew it. In less than half an hourthey were driving their horsetoward the mountain with me.When
he came in front ofthe grove, I told them that thetreasures were buried in it, and Iasked them to come
and see. Theman had no objection—he wasblinded by greed. The womansaid she would wait
onhorseback. It was natural for herto say so, at the sight of a thickgrove. To tell you the truth, myplan
worked just as I wished, so Iwent into the grove with him,leaving her behind alone. The grove is only
bamboofor some distance. About fiftyyards ahead there's a rather openclump of cedars. It was
aconvenient spot for my purpose.Pushing my way through thegrove, I told him a plausible liethat the
treasures were buriedunder the cedars. When I toldhim this, he pushed his laboriousway toward the
slender cedarvisible through the grove. After awhile the bamboo thinned out,and we came to where a
numberof cedars grew in a row. As soonas we got there, I seized himfrom behind. Because he was
atrained, sword-bearing warrior,he was quite strong, but he wastaken by surprise, so there wasno help
for him. I soon tied himup to the root of a cedar. Wheredid I get a rope? Thank heaven,being a robber,
I had a rope withme, since I might have to scale awall at any moment. Of course itwas easy to stop
him from callingout by gagging his mouth withfallen bamboo leaves.When I disposed of him, Iwent
to his woman and asked herto come and see him, because heseemed to have been suddenlytaken sick.
It's needless to saythat this plan also worked well.The woman, her sedge hat off,came into the depths
of thegrove, where I led her by thehand. The instant she caughtsight of her husband, she drew asmall
sword. I've never seen awoman of such violent temper. IfI'd been off guard, I'd have got athrust in my
side. I dodged, butshe kept on slashing at me. Shemight have wounded me deeplyor killed me. But
I'm Sukarman. Imanaged to strike down her smallsword without drawing my own.The most spirited
woman isdefenseless without a weapon. Atleast I could satisfy my desire forher without taking her
husband'slife.
Interrogator
Without taking his life? What do you mean?
Sukarman
Yes . . . without taking hislife. I had no wish to kill him. Iwas about to run away from thegrove,
leaving the woman behindin tears, when she franticallyclung to my arm. In brokenfragments of
words, she askedthat either her husband or I die.She said it was more trying thandeath to have her
shame knownto two men. She gasped out thatshe wanted to be the wife ofwhichever survived. Then
afurious desire to kill him seizedme. (Gloomy excitement.)
Interrogator
You killed the man just to married the woman? You just wanted her to be your wife then you killed
him? You drove by your lust to kill the man.
Sukarman
Telling you in this way, nodoubt I seem a crueler man thanyou. But that's because you didn'tsee her
face. Especially herburning eyes at that moment. AsI saw her eye to eye, I wanted tomake her my
wife even if I wereto be struck by lightning. Iwanted to make her my wife . . .this single desire filled
my mind.This was not only lust, as youmight think. At that time if I'dhad no other desire than lust,
I'dsurely not have minded knockingher down and running away.Then I wouldn't have stained
mysword with his blood. But themoment I gazed at her face inthe dark grove, I decided not toleave
there without killing him.But I didn't like to resort tounfair means to kill him. I untiedhim and told
him to cross swordswith me. (The rope that wasfound at the root of the cedar isthe rope I dropped at
the time.)Furious with anger, he drew histhick sword. And quick asthought, he sprang at
meferociously, without speaking aword. I needn't tell you how ourfight turned out. The twenty-
thirdstroke . . . please remember this.I'm impressed with this fact still.Nobody under the sun has
everclashed swords with me twentystrokes. (A cheerful smile.)
Interrogator
You stabbed him in the breast. Then what happened to the woman? Did you run after her?
Sukarman
When he fell, I turnedtoward her, lowering my bloodstainedsword. But to my greatastonishment she
was gone. Iwondered to where she had runaway. I looked for her in theclump of cedars. I listened,
butheard only a groaning sound fromthe throat of the dying man.As soon as we started tocross
swords, she may have runaway through the grove to call forhelp. When I thought of that, Idecided it
was a matter of life anddeath to me. So, robbing him ofhis sword, and bow and arrows, Iran out to the
mountain road.There I found her horse stillgrazing quietly. It would be amere waste of words to tell
youthe later details, but before Ientered town I had alreadyparted with the sword. That's allmy
confession. I know that myhead will be hung in chainsanyway, so put me down for themaximum
penalty. (A defiantattitude.)
The Confession of a Mosque Girl
That man in the red shirt, after forcing me to yieldto him, laughed mockingly as helooked at my
bound husband.How horrified my husband musthave been! But no matter howhard he struggled in
agony, therope cut into him all the moretightly. In spite of myself I ranstumblingly toward his side.
Orrather I tried to run toward him,but the man instantly knockedme down. Just at that moment Isaw
an indescribable light in myhusband's eyes. Somethingbeyond expression . . . his eyesmakeme
shudder even now. Thatinstantaneous look of myhusband, who couldn't speak aword, told me all his
heart. Theflash in his eyes was neitheranger nor sorrow . . . only a coldlight, a look of
loathing.Morestruck by the look in his eyesthan by the blow of the thief, Icalled out in spite of myself
andfell unconscious.In the course of time I cameto, and found that the man inred shirt was gone. I saw
only myhusband still bound to the root ofthe cedar. I raised myself fromthe bamboo-blades with
difficulty,and looked into his face; but theexpression in his eyes was justthe same as before.Beneath
the cold contemptin his eyes, there was hatred.Shame, grief, and anger . . . Idon't know how to express
myheart at that time. Reeling to myfeet, I went up to my husband. "Heri," I said to him,"since things
have come to thispass, I cannot live with you. I'mdetermined to die . . . but youmust die, too. You saw
myshame. I can't leave you alive asyou are." This was all I could say. Stillhe went on gazing at me
withloathing and contempt. My heartbreaking, I looked for his sword.It must have been taken by
therobber. Neither his sword nor hisbow and arrows were to be seenin the grove. But fortunately
mysmall sword was lying at my feet.Raising it over head, once more Isaid, "Now give me your life.
I'llfollow you right away."When he heard these words,he moved his lips with difficulty.Since his
mouth was stuffed withleaves, of course his voice couldnot be heard at all. But at aglance I
understood his words.Despising me, his look said only,"Kill me." Neither conscious norunconscious, I
stabbed the smallsword through the lilac-coloredkimono into his breast.Again at this time I musthave
fainted. By the time Imanaged to look up, he hadalready breathed his last—still inbonds. A streak of
sinkingsunlight streamed through theclump of cedars and bamboos,and shone on his pale
face.Gulping down my sobs, I untiedthe rope from his dead body. And. . . and what has become of
mesince I have no more strength totell you. Anyway I hadn't thestrength to die. I stabbed my
ownthroat with the small sword, Ithrew myself into a pond at thefoot of the mountain, and I triedto
kill myself in many ways.Unable to end my life, I am stillliving in dishonor. (A lonelysmile.)
Worthless as I am, I musthave been forsaken even by themost merciful Lord. I killedmy own husband.
I was violatedby the robber. Whatever can Ido? Whatever can I . . . I . . .(Gradually, violent sobbing.)
The Story of the MurderedMan, as Told Through aMedium
Interrogator
What is your name? Tell me your name? What happened before that time you were killed?
The MurderedMan
Rony!!! (Groaning) (Moaning) After violating my wife, therobber, sitting there, began tospeak
comforting words to her.Of course I couldn't speak. Mywhole body was tied fast to theroot of a cedar.
But meanwhile Iwinked at her many times, asmuch as to say "Don't believe therobber." I wanted to
convey somesuch meaning to her. But mywife, sitting dejectedly on thebamboo leaves, was looking
hardat her lap. To all appearance, shewas listening to his words. I wasagonized by jealousy. In
themeantime the robber went onwith his clever talk, from onesubject to another. The robberfinally
made his bold brazenproposal. "Once your virtue isstained, you won't get along wellwith your
husband, so won't yoube my wife instead? It's my lovefor you that made me be violenttoward you."
While the criminal talked,my wife raised her face as if in atrance. She had never looked sobeautiful as
at that moment.What did my beautiful wife say inanswer to him while I was sittingbound there? I am
lost in space,but I have never thought of heranswer without burning withanger and jealousy. Truly
shesaid, "Then take me awaywith you wherever you go."
Interrogator
What? What did she said?
The MurderedMan
This is not the whole of hersin. If that were all, I would notbe tormented so much in thedark. When
she was going out ofthe grove as if in a dream, herhand in the robber's, shesuddenly turned pale,
andpointed at me tied to the root ofthe cedar, and said, "Kill him! Icannot marry you as long as
helives." "Kill him!" she cried manytimes, as if she had gone crazy.Even now these words threatento
blow me headlong into thebottomless abyss of darkness.Has such a hateful thing comeout of a human
mouth everbefore? Have such cursed wordsever struck a human ear, evenonce? Even once such a . . .
(Asudden cry of scorn.) At thesewords the robber himself turnedpale. "Kill him," she cried,clinging to
his arms. Looking hardat her, he answered neither yesnor no . . . but hardly had Ithought about his
answer beforeshe had been knocked down intothe bamboo leaves. (Again a cryof scorn.) Quietly
folding hisarms, he looked at me and said,"What will you do with her? Killher or save her? You have
only tonod. Kill her?" For these wordsalone I would like to pardon hiscrime.While I hesitated,
sheshrieked and ran into the depthsof the grove. The robber instantlysnatched at her, but he failedeven
to grasp her sleeve. After she ran away, he tookup my sword, and my bow andarrows. With a single
stroke hecut one of my bonds. I rememberhis mumbling, "My fate is next."Then he disappeared from
thegrove. All was silent after that.No, I heard someone crying.Untying the rest of my bonds, Ilistened
carefully, and I noticedthat it was my own crying. (Longsilence.)I raised my exhausted bodyfrom the
foot of the cedar. Infront of me there was shining thesmall sword which my wife haddropped. I took it
up and stabbedit into my breast. A bloody lumprose to my mouth, but I didn'tfeel any pain. When my
breastgrew cold, everything was assilent as the dead in their graves.What profound silence! Not
asingle bird-note was heard in thesky over this grave in the hollowof the mountains. Only a
lonelylight lingered on the cedars andmountains. By and by the lightgradually grew fainter, till
thecedars and bamboo were lost toview. Lying there, I wasenveloped in deep silence. Then someone
crept up tome. I tried to see who it was. Butdarkness had already beengathering round me.
Someonethat someone drew the smallnsword softly out of my breast innits invisible hand. At the
sametime once more blood flowed intomy mouth. And once and for all Isank down into the darkness
ofspace.
Black out
Final Scene
Sukarman seen inside the jail without any regret (black out).
Property
Bicycle
Comb
Knife
Police line
Red cloth
Blood pack
Bow and 20 arrows
Ropes
Swords
Costume
- Villager, Woodcutters, Old woman
Kaos oblong biasa, make up natural, celanabahan, sandal jepit.Cowok
Bajubiasa, make up natural, rok , sandal jepit, caping (woodcutter).Cewek
- Doctor Forensic
Kemejaputih, celanabahanputih, kaos kaki putih, sepatuhitam / fantovel, kerudungputih
(cewe).
- Interrogator, Interrogator Assistant  General, General Assistant, Crime Scene
Police
Kaoskerahhitam, celanabahanhitam, kaos kaki hitam, sepatuhitam / fantovel,
kerudunghitam (cewek).
- Chief, Rendhy, Abdul, Sukarman
Setelanrapi.
- Waitress
Bajubiasa, rokbiasa, apron.
- Rony
Kaos, jaketkulit, celanapanjangkain, sepatubebas.
- Yuyun
Bajubiasa, rokbiasa, sandal, kerudungbiasa.
- Ustaz, Mosque girl, Medium
Bajuislami.
DOCUMENTATION
Picture 1. The morning situation of Gizzard villages when the people working on their rice
field.
Picture 2. A chief seen to be doing business with his partner on a plain.
Picture 3. A chief’s wife welcome him with a hot tea
Picture 4. , Rony’s corpse was found body in a grove in a hollow in the mountains.
Picture 5. A woodcutter questioned by a police commissioner
Picture 6. The Testimony of a Ustaz, Questionedby a High Police Commissioner.
Picture 7. The Testimony of an OldWoman, Questioned by a HighPolice Commissioner
Picture 8. The Testimony of a Policeman,Questioned by a High Police Commissioner
Picture 9. Sukarman with the High Police Commissioner
Picture 10 Rony, Yuyun and Sukarman at Klego stage.
